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The Narragansett Bay Project (NBP) provides a rich opportunity to
observe thetensions which develop when scientists are funded to provide
the Information base to support a management plan. The NBP Is
authorized by theHater Quality Renewal Act of 1984 to spend $1,500,000
each year for the four fiscal years beginning in fiscal 1985. The Hater
Quality Renewal Act is quite explicit in its statement (in Sec. 46b) of
the purpose of grants from theso funds:

"The Administrator shall.. .sake a grant far purposes of
assessing the principal factors having an adverse effect on
the envirrasxartal quality of theNarragansett Bay, as
perceived by both scientists andusers, in conjunction with
ctavoloping and Ittplfinpntlng a managcoont tu.uur.da to improve
the Bay's water quality... .The applicant will.. .not Inter
than it"**** yaazB sxccr nanilpfflt* of ^**** section, jnjalGDGSTti
BBnagetacnfc ptactioes.*." (emphasis supplied)

It is iiiportant to notice two points particularly inthe legislation:
thatthe word "research" nowhere appears in the authorizing legislation
and that the results of the NBP are expected to be applied almost
immediately, far faster than basic research typically can reach
fruition. Congress was as clear as it could have beenthat these funds
are to be used for applied work and not for basic research.

Public statements and interviews with several individuals concerned with
the NBP reveal twoverydifferent views of the proper method of
responding to the Congressional instruction. One, which we will call
"Science First" holds that thepreferred approach isto gain thebest
possible understanding of thophysical andbiological systems which
operate in the Bay. This understanding provides the basis for



prediction of theeffects of changing any iiupciitant parameter, such as
the input of partially treated wastewater, which in turn allows the
design of a mangemant program. Such a ccnprehensivo understanding, by
comparing trends in measured parameters with baseline data, also could
predict "lurking dangers" which, without attention, maydevelop into
tomorrow's crises. With forewarning, nitigativo or preventative action
might replace thecrisis management that preoccupies most environmental
agencies today. From an agency perspective, this approach has the
important advantage that it does not require overt political judgments.
Management goals andthe institutional structures to irplement themcan
follow, and neednot precede the scientific andtechnical work.

To hold the "Science First" perspective requires a sincere scientific
optimism; a belief that a system as complex as a large estuary canbe
understood atthepredictive level. Although cur sample is small to
generalize, we mention In passing that we observe that this hopeful view
is held by administrators whohave not been trained as basic scientists
and by basic scientists themselves. They differ importantly, however,
in the time scale of their optimism; withscientists expecting to reach
a working model of an estuarine system only after many years of
intensive research effort, while administrators expect predictive models
muchmorequickly.

He call the opposing model "Policy First". Here management goals are
defined first andthenstrategies to reach these goals are devised.
Priorities for assembling eodsitirg information and generating new
information are setby theneed to select among andto refine these
strategies. Wiile "new kncwledgan may be discovered inthis process, it
is an incddental bonus and not an intended cutcoms; no science is done
for the sake of science alone. The focus is immediate and performance
of contractors is judged by howdirectly andpowerfully their results
aid in reaching management goals. Individuals trained in the sciences
who havesignificant management experience and students of policy
science seemlore likely to boldthis view, these people are not
hopeful thata predictive scientific model canbe devised in the near-
term (inthe case of the NBP, within three years), andtheydo not
believe that management can wait farthe completion of the ultimate
experiment.

To understand which model bestdescribes the NBP, it is instructive to
lookfirst at the management structure, as setcut in the first year's
workplan:

Policy Oantaittee

Management Ccasiittee

| 1 1
Technical Advisory Public Education Other

Sub Committee Sub Oarimltti'e Sub Committees

The Policy Committee has two members, the Sctainistrator of EPA, Region
I, and the Director the the Rhode Island Department of r^ivircntnental
Management. While this Permittee retains final control, it is not
intended to exert direct and cnei-»tn«ri control of the NBP. This role is
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assigned tothe Management Committee, a broadly based Gcnaittee, with
representatives from user groups, envirormental groups, flimlrrlpnl
gcjvsrnment, industry and federal and state nanacjemant agencies, m the
first fiscal year, and uptothe tiro that the Managenent nimiittee was
asked to approve the wcrkplan for tho second fiscal year, that Committee
hadnotitself derived explicit management goals for theNBP. Instead,
tieTechnical Advisory Committee (later called the Scientific and
Technicial Advisory Ocnmittee), inclose consultation with NBP staff,
prepared a wcrkplan and Requests far Proposals (RFP's) which were
approved with only minor modification bythe Kanagenent Committee.
Initially, no funds were allocated for policy studies, butnear theend
ofthe funding decision process, proposals were solicited for first one
and then two policy studies. Significantly, the Scientific/Technical
Committee found itself unqualified to review policy proposals, andthe
Management Committee created anad-hoc Policy Issues Committee from
among its own members to review these proposals, none of whom are
formally trained in policy formulation. By contrast, themembers of the
Scientific and Technical Committee were chosen carefully to represent
the highest level oftechnical skills available to the Project. Not
surprisingly, less than 5* ofthe program funds inthe first fiscal year
weredevoted to policy studies.

Requests far Proposals for Fiscal Year 1986 were generated ina manner
similar to the previous year. The Management Committee still hadnot
adopted explicit management goals toguide its sub-conmittoes. The
Scientific and Technical Committee, working closely withthe NBP staff,
rrjco3aended t"*hn1">'1 RFP's andthe ad-hoc Policy Issues Committee
suggested areas forpolicy research. Nhen these reached the Management
Ccmsittee, therw»w*~ recognized that there was virtually no
connection between the reccomeidatlaris of the tiro committees. This
recognition provided the impetus for several lengthy meetings which
resulted in identification of eight "Management Questions far
Narragansett Bay" and theManagement Committee agreed to usethese
Questions as guides for RFP review.

Two distinct approaches for theselection of projects to address these
Management Questions are likely to follow depending on whether the
initiative istaken bytheManagement Committee or by its subenonittees.
If the Management Committee sets the agenda, itcan, after considering
the goals ithas set, ask for the projects which promise to provide the
most significant progress toward answering thequestions that have been
posed. Because this approach tries to get themost information for the
resources available; this might be called a "maximizing" approach. On
the other hand, if a cub-committee takes the initiative by submitting
RFP's and workplans for approval, then thetest will be whether the
proposed research is relevant to the question at hand. Given the
breadth of mostquestions relating to the management of complex systems,
relevance is not difficult to establish, andthusthistestmight be
called a "satisficing" approach.

The NBP Management Committee, perhaps because it faced time constraints
because it delayed so long in articulating its Management Questions,
clearly following the "satisficing" path. The Scientific andTechnical
Committee did not modify its reoormendationa in anyway to respond to
the Management Questions, and discussion centered on degree of
relevance, not on whether mora productive projects could have been
proposed. However, with theManagement Questions before it, the



Management Oommittee didslightly reduce Ota funds ni inform* to science
ard far fiscal year 1986 approximately 10% are allocated topolicy-
related imristigations.

Given the clarity of the Congressional instruction ard the inmodiacy
with which NBP results oust be applied, we looked far the farces that
took the NBP inthe Science First direction, Consents bycontractors
far fiscal year 1985 ard byNBP staff inpublic meetings ard in
interviews make clear that professional incentives are a major factor.
He were told ofthe linjorLanua ofpublishability ard of peer recognition
and that both were more likely tofollow from the discovery ofnew
krtowlcdge than from the shaping ofexisting information into a farm
needed farmanagement use.

Another, more interesting factor which favors the Science First trackis
the self-perception of the oontractors ard of their conception ofthe
appropriate use of their work, onecontractor whose work was the
updating of a hlnlorjlcal model of the Bay held cut little hope that it
would ever serve as a predictive modal, because it was not yet able even
to describe the current state of the Bay. The most Interesting use of
the model, the researcher thought, was to uncover basic misurdrjrstarding
of ecological connections. In the discussion of first year results,
other contractors ware reluctant to speculate about possible use of
their results for management purposes. Host oontractors did not even
attend a round-table discussion intended to share results and toexplore
applications. The Chair of the scientific ard Technical Committee, in
addressing oontractors, focussed squarely onthis issue: "You will be
asked blunt questions which are not exactly what we ™ti research; ifwe
can semehew link cur research tothese blunt questions, wewill be
successful."

It appears that the HBP Management Omnittee is beginning tomove more
toward the "maximizing" approach as it nears the»<»» when it must
consider the fiscal year 1987 program. Recognizing that it was not
substantively prepared totake the Initiative in setting the
investigative agenda, the Cnnnlttwi has been educating itself at the
last several tncnthly meetings by inviting speakers inareas related to
Management Questions. The Ccsmlttee also has agreed toparticlpata in
an extended mediation session toclarify management goals and strategies
to reach them. There Is reason tobe hopeful that the NBP increasingly
will encourage its contractors to structure their work to ease
management implementation.
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TAKIN' IT TO THE STREAMS
A REVIEW OF EFFORTS TO PROTECT

WATER QUALITY IN COASTAL NORTH CAROLINA

RalphCantral andMelissaMcCullough
Division of Coastal Management
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Raleigh,NC 27611

The development of North Carolina's coastal area was as slow 03 the
flow of the waters in the coostal streams until the 1970's. That decade
brought a surge of growth that continues into the 80's. This growth is
concentrated on tho water's edge, for the beautiful character of those
coastal waters draws vacationers and retirees alike.

In response to this growth, in 1974, the North Carolina General
Assembly passed tho Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA) to "provide a
management system capable of preserving and managing the natural ecological
conditions of tho estuarine system, the barrier dune system, and tho
beaches, so as to safeguard and perpetuate their biological, economic and
aesthetic values." In pursuit of this goal the Coastal Resourcos
Comaisslon (CRC) identified aroas of environmental concern, established use
standards for thoir protection, and established a permitting system.
In order to preserve the estuaries, the state had previously adopted a
dredge and fill oct in 1969; these existing standards for protection of
wetlands and the vators wore incorporated into this new CAMA permitting
program.

The Commission focused most of its initial efforts on the ocuan h.iiard
areas and developed one of tho best "oceanfront" programs in the country.
The process of devoloping ocean hazard area standards was time consuming,
yet it followod a logical progression—existing oceanfront structures were
being threatened and public beaches destroyed by erosion, therefore,
indicators of tho susceptibility of areas to erosion were studied.
Setbacks and development standards were adopted to guard now development
against these problems. As years of working with these rules wont by, tho
Commission oade modifications to address and correct any problems thoy
experienced. Tho "soundsido" of the program was aimed at development in
the marshes and the waters, virtually ignoring the impacts of shoreline
development.



The causes of the degradation of water quality wore not as easily
grasped In toto as were the oceanfront problems and thus were addressed in
a less unified approach. Another reason for this approach was that the
Dredge and Fill Act had been initially implemented by another commission,
and tho Coastal Resources Commission did not fool comfortable with these
issues. During the period of 1978-1984, the Comaisslon dealt individually
with three major water quality issues, but with United successi septic
tanks, marinas and peat mining. Although the CRC was slncoro In its
efforts to address these issues, other authorities had historically primary
Jurisdiction over the activities.

Tho reluctance of the CRC to focus on tho soundsldo continued even
though tho Coastal Area Management Act contained a charge to manage water
resources "In order to preserve and enhance water quality and provide
optimum use of water resources." In 1984 tho CRC appointed a water quality
task forco to determine their scope of authority to deal with pollution
issues. This group informed the Commission that they had broad powers to
control development to achieve the water quality goals of CAMA.

The attempt to resolve these issues, then, pointed out a major
institutional obstacle to dealing with water quality problems: various
aspects of water quality were and continue to bo regulated by three
different agencies, with policies and regulations adopted by throo
difforont Commissions—the Environmental Management Commission develops
numerical water quality standards and permits treatment plants and other
discharges; the Commission of Health Services is responsible for
sanitation, septic tanks and shellfish; and the Coastal Rosourcos
Commission is responsible for regulating development In and adjoining the
coastal waters and guiding local land use planning. Another authority, the
Marine Fisheries Commission, also has a major role in reviewing permit
applications for their effect on living resources. Until recently,
however, only the Coastal Resources Commission had focusod on the peculiar
nature of estuarine pollution. Because each commission's Job was fairly
rigidly defined, non-point source pollution of tho ostuarias, the largest
problem now apparent in coastal water quality, was falling between the
cracks.

Problems with the Problem

Addressing the problem of coastal water quality with tho Coastal
Resources Comaisslon has been complicated, to say tho least. First,
estuarine ecology and hydrology are so complex that it takes a good deal of
education to bring decisionmakers (in this case citizen comaisslon members
and appointed department heads) to a workable understanding of the issue.
The backgrounds of the commission members and the lobbying efforts of
special interest groups both cloud and complicate the issue.

Because coastal non-point sources range from urban runoff to
agricultural runoff, a comprehensive effort which addrossos the various
sources is needed to solve the problem. Tho fact that a comprehensive
offort is needed to deal with non-point sourco pollution is itself a
problem In that decisionmakers are often mora comfortabla dealing only with
strict numerical standards for discharges from pipes.
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Because a comprehensive solution was nooded, program administrators
folt education efforts roust be equally inclusive. The process began with a
water quality task force which Identified several areas of study, then, a
sorios of roundtable discussions with participants from all walks of
coastal life was held in three coastal locations. The participants
idontlfied eight issues for furthor work. Tho CRC endorsed the roundtable
report and asked other commissions and agoncies to help in addressing tho
issues. The first issues to be addressed were marinas (which the CRC could
and did address alone) and stormwater management.

An intercocmission task force was established to coordinate the
stormwater efforts. An integrated approach involving all of the
commissions was clearly necessary. Certain elements of the non-point
source problem were well suited to boing addressed through the land use
controls of tho CRC, yet a number of contributing sources were regulated by
tho other commissions. Unfortunately, the task force did not work
effectively because all of the members of the various commissions did not
immedlatoly see the need for changes.

Not wanting to let the matter drop, the CRC started to address the
issuo unilaterally. General water quality policies were drafted and
discussed. Since no one spoke in opposition to the policies at public
hearings, they were quickly adopted.

Unlike the oceanfront erosion Issue of previous years, however, the
comaisslon did not feel that they had a suitable understanding of the
issues associated with stormwater runoff. The staff collected and analyzed
all available research. They attempted to look at all of the problems,
their causes, and the potential solutions in light of the complex coastal
ecological system. They prepared extonsive reports on the problem, as they
did for the ocoanfront, yet no easy, precise solution surfaced. Staff
advised that all available research indicated that controlling the amount
of impervious surface near coastal waters would bo the most effective
runoff management strategy. Impervious surface limits would also be similar
in type to the other land use controls administered by the Coastal
Resources Comaisslon, would fit into their existing jurisdiction and would
bo easier to administer. Unfortunately, there was no single density
standard or shoreline setback offered by researchers which would solve all
problems. Developers demanded to know how much of the total water quality
problem was due to development and wanted to bo shown that any rules would
actually protect water quality. The only argumont that staff could offer
was that density controls and setbacks would holp the situation. There was
In fact no proof that land use controls would work satisfactorily to
provent violations of ambient water quality standards. Voluntary best
managomont practices combined with education might well be the best
solution in the long run, yet some reasonable rules were needed
immediately, as the problem would got progressively worse while regulators
waited for the perfect standards. Applying non-point source controls to
already doveloped lands would be extremely oxpensivo if not impossible.

No one associated with these efforts oxpocted tho Commission to

completely solve the stormwater runoff problem. Like the oceanfront
standards, tho goal was to keep the problem from getting worse—to help
stop the decline of the estuarine resource and encourage other state and
local decisionmakers to become involved in reversing the trends in water



quality. For a commission to adopt restrictions on the use of private
property, however, they must be convinced that tho regulations are
appropriate.

Subsequent to these CRC discussions the Environmental Management
Comaisslon decided to address the issue. Tholr approach was a combination
of land use density controls (with which thoy had little experience) and
engineering criteria which wero similar to the approach used in their point
source control programs. The draft rules of tho Coastal Resources
Commission had purposefully excluded engineering solutions because they
would be extremely difficult to permit and monitor and would almost surely
fall in the coastal area, which has either extremely porous soils or
nonporous mucky soils, and very high water tables.

Once again, no perfect solution was found. The Environmental
Management Comaisslon eventually adopted rules for density and setbacks, as
well as on option for holding or treating tho runoff from a certain design
storm. The jurisdictional area was set by political compromise rather than
by scientific data. Fortunately, their action also called for more
research on the subject so that the rules may be refined as more solid data
becomes available. But the first stop has now been token. The CRC is now
working to reinforce and support the action of their sister comaisslon, but
it may be years before any evidence of wator quality improvement from these
actions is apparent.

Attacking on All Fronts

Because of the comprehensive nature of tho problem, the efforts to
improve water quality In the estuarine system cannot focus entirely on
state regulation of development runoff, especially in a state where only a
small percentage of the shoreline is developed. To this end, the North
Carolina General Assembly has set up a fund to share with farmers the costs
associated with implementing best management practices. The various water
quality agencies also have developed working agreements to implement the
wator quality policies.

The Coastal Resources Comaisslon has also instituted a land use
planning outreach effort. Flans for the 75 local governments in the
coastal area already include analysis of present resource conditions,
policies for resource protection, and policies identifying land uses
ranging from conservation to urban development. Each local government is
encouraged to address water quality concerns in their land use plans and
coastal management staff attends local planning board meetings to advise
them. Staff emphasizes how much each community depends on clean water—for
tourism, fisheries, and other livelihoods—and that it is to their own
advantage that they help clean up tho water. A recognition by local
leadors that there is a hard to define "way of llfo" that may be lost is an
important ingredient. Staff also notes that it is each communities
responsibility not to contribute to the problem and that when coastal
communities "clean their own house" thoy con demand that upstream
communities also clean theirs. Tho local board members are also reminded
that shore lands, if planned and developed for water quality management,
con also serve other purposes, such as minimizing flood hazards, preserving
open space and wildlife habitat, and providing recreational areas. A
handbook on water quality aimed at local government officials has also been
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widely distributed. This guide outlines tho basics of estuarine ecology
and water pollution, and tells what local planning and regulation can do to
contribute to solving tho non-point pollution problem.

Local governments have responded to the outreach effort by adopting
policies which expand on state efforts. Several local governments
have adopted waterside buffers to keop development away from the coastal
waters. Others have adopted impervious surface limits for their entire
jurisdictions in an effort to reduce runoff.

The CRC has also adopted resolutions asking the state's educational
institutions, the Soil Conservation Service and other groups to participate
in the water quality offort. The effort will continue Indefinitely, as the
other water quality Issues are identified and addressed.

Lessons

All indications aro that relying on tho old methods of state agencies
enforcing numerical effluent standards for point sources will not
completely protect estuarine water quality. Non-point pollution will
continue to cause water quality degradation.

All available Information must be used to address tho problem.
Unfortunately, research will never bo complete to everyono's satisfaction.
Developers call for the exact information about their specific site and do
not want to rely on gonoric research. A cry for more rosoarch also can be
used to stall tho adoption of regulations until the specific projects can
be completed. Similarly, the efforts to show that some groups (o.g.
agriculture and forostry) are not boing adequately regulated can be used to
show that no groups should be regulated until all con be regulated equally.

The best method of protecting wator quality appears to be water
management, which must also include comprehensive land management.
Traditional state water quality agencies are not geared toward, and may not
have legislative authority to deal with land management. Nevertheless,
regulations by authorized agencies within each group's Jurisdiction and
authority will bo necessary to manage development until voluntary measures
are taken.

The best way to ensure land and water management In the long run is by
focusing on the smallest unit possible, whether the local government or the
local person. Unfortunately, because tho gospel of land and water
management must bo spread to so many Individuals, It will take a long time
to accomplish. The best role of the state and federal governments is to
regulate in tho short term, continue studies, develop guidelines and,
perhaps most importantly, fund educational programs.

In conclusion, it appears that precise standards on which to design
comprehensive wator quality programs are not forthcoming. Tho
primary objective must be to educate the public at largo that they can help
to bring about improved water quality through improved land and water
management. If decisionmakers can also loarn this one small lesson, the
attainment of tho goal of protecting and Improving coastal wator quality
will be made immeasurably easier.
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In dealing with any largo, complex management problem, such as
restoring tho water quality and habitat value of the Chesapeake Bay,
there will bo a large number of jurisdictions involved. Inevitably,
jurisdictions will differ in their approaches to solving spocific
management problems. In developing a coordinated, consistent
approach to managing such a system, the supply of Information about
the status of the resource, and about the effectiveness of control
strategies becomes vital. While a consistent information base is not
sufficient to result in consistent management approaches among
Jurisdictions, it is a necessary element. Jurisdictions with more
information about a particular resource problem are more likely to
respond. Improving information availability can produce one of two
results! action can be taken to reconcile management approaches to
make them more equal, or the wisdom of divergent approaches can bo
explained by a better understanding of true differences in the status
of the resource.

The estuarino portion of the Chesapeake Bay is divided almost equally
between tho two states of Maryland and Virginia. While tho basin
which it drains encompasses four other states and the District of
Columbia, It is these two states which have tho longest history of
involvement with Chesapeake Bay management. The two states havo
often differed in their management programs. I hope to show that
these difforing approaches are baaed in part on on differences in
the information available to tho states and in part on true
differences in the status of tho resource.



The Chesapeake Bay Comaisslon was formed In 1981 to coordinate
legislation and policy decisions between the States of Maryland end
Virginia as they relate to Chesapeake Bay. In 1985 it was enlarged
to include Pennsylvania. The Commission is lsrgoly legislative in
orientation; fifteen of twenty-one members are state senators or
delegates. Because of its makeup, the Cosalssion focuses primarily
on those things which legislators either do - such as introduce
legislation and approvo budgets - or acquiesce In, such as adoption
of controversial regulations.

Whan the Commission was first formed, there was a perception that one
of its main functions would be to make tho legislation in the two
states - Maryland and Virginia - more uniform. The original focus
was on fisheries management. As the Chesapeake Bay Program studies
drew to a close in 1983, environmental quality became more of a
focus. On both fronts, uniformity has proven to be an elusive, and,
perhaps not worth while, goal. Today, the Commission is concerned
that state responses to common problems are consistent and are of
equivalent effectiveness. Other papers on Chesapeake Bay this
volume have documented tho tremendous amount that the Chesapeake Bay
region's governments and citizens have been able to accomplish so far
in terms of new legislation and budget initiatives, and Innovative
programs.

In many subject areas, Maryland and Virginia, and also Pennsylvania
and the District of Columbia, have been able to agroo on a common set
of problems and solutions. This common set of problems and solutions
is' almost wholly based on information and recommendations emanating
from the seven year $27 million EPA Chesapeake Bay Program,3 and an
excellent job of communicating the study's results. Improved sewage
treatment, agricultural bast management practices cost share
programs, monitoring of living resources and water quality, chlorine
removal and planting submerged grasses have all gotten substantial
boosts.

I will focus, however, on some areas of divergence, and the role
scientific or management information - or the lack of it - has played
in that divergence. I will use three examples: (1) sediment control,
(2) coastal land use, and (3) striped bass management. In each of
these three areas tho availability and type of Information accessible
have played a role in the differing positions taken by the two
states, and particularly by state legislators.

It is necessary to point out that there are other factors, which are
of equal, and in many casas, much greater importance in influencing
the shape of legislative action. Deep rooted philosophical
differences in the role of government in problem solving, differences
in the geographical distribution of legislative districts, and real
physical differences in tho nature of the environmental problems
facing each jurisdiction do exist. Nonetheless, information
availability has played a not insignificant role.

The first illustration I will use is sediment control. In the early
1970's, both Harylsnd and Virginia enacted laws which required a
sediment control plan to be prepared and approved by local
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authorities prior to any land disturbance for development purposes.
Both were pattornod closely after national model legislation and were
very similar In Intent, scope, and implementation mechanisms. There
was one vital difference. The Maryland lav required the state
Department of Natural Resources to periodically review each local
government's program, including an assessment of how well the law was
being enforced. The Virginia law only required that the stato
Division of Soil and Water Conservation roviow each local government
to ensura an adequate ordinance had boon adopted. Neither stato had
the authority to enforce the law if It wore not being adequataly
carried out.

In Maryland, the small state staff carried out their reviews
diligently. Despite periodic improvements in the state Act, and
despite years of technical assistance, and tactics such as throats
and public ridicule toward those jurisdictions with poor records, the
Sediment Control Lav remained one of Maryland's cost flagrantly
ignored environmental laws. Over time a very damaging record of
noncompliance with the Act and non-onforcoroont by local governments
was established. Statewide a majority of sites were found to bo out
of compliance at any one time. Results of the reviews were widely
publicized. As a result, as part of tho Maryland Bay "packago" of
initiatives, legislation transferring authority for enforcement of
Sediment Control Law from local governments to the state was proposed
in 1984. The legislation passed easily in both houses of the Maryland
General Assembly.

Chesapeake Bay Commission members suspect that sediment control is
every bit as much an enforcement problem in Virginia as it was in
Maryland prior to tho 1984 lav. But since no state agency has been
charged with evaluating the quality of local government enforcement,
the "proof of such a problem is merely anecdotal. Surveys of local
Erosion and Sodimont control ordinance administrators and of Soil and

Water Conservation Districts hava ravealod that most believa that

enforcement is a problem. No data exists, however, on how many
violations aro occurring statewide. As a consequence, the only
action so far accomplished legislatively in Virginia has been the
enactment of a lav allowing local governments to issue stop work
orders as an onforcoment mechanism. This is a provision which, of
course, had strong local support, tho only opposition coming from tho
building industry. Stronger state action would require a bettor
documentation of tho extent of tho enforcement problem.

Land use legislation is another area In which tho two states diverge.
Coastal land uso legislation protecting a 1000 foot strip next to the
water's edge was introduced in Virginia in 1978. Aftar passing the
Senate, much amonded, it was defeated in tho Bouse Conservation and
Natural Rasourcos Committee by a voto of 9-11. As a result of this
and other frustrations experienced in trying to develop a coastal
management program to comply with tho federal Coastal Zona Managomont
Act, Virginia temporarily curtailed efforts to develop a coastal
management program (a program was submitted In 1985 and approved In
1986). The 1984 Virginia Chesapeake Bay Initiatives did not contain
any land use control legislative proposals.



Legislation similar to the 1978 Virginia bill, but more restrictive -
the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Act - was enacted in Maryland in
1984.* While it was a highly controversial proposal the legislation
passed with a significant majority in both houses. The protection of
shoreline areas through this bill was successfully sold as a
necessary element of the Bay Restoration effort. A vote against the
bill was viewed as a vote against the Bay.

Timing, surely, had much to do with the failure of tho Virginia bill
in 1978 and the success of the Maryland bill in 1984. Information
developed through the Chesapeake Bay Program in tha interim more
clearly established the relationships between land use and water
quality, and 1984 was a time of enhanced public awareness of tha need
for action to restore the Bay's health. But boyond that, the actual
documentation of development patterns and problems in Maryland was
much more highly developed. Seven years of fodoral Coastal Zona
Management funding to Maryland had also resulted in more complete
inventories of shoreline land uses, assessment of local land use
activities, and information on the impacts of individual dovolopment
projects.

Resource managers in Haryland have a tendency to belittle tho land
use information base that is available through the Maryland Automated
Ccographic Information (MAGI) system, but in fact, that land use
information base in much better than that of many other states in the
Chesapeake Bay region. It was possible in Maryland to produce maps,
which, at least on a gross scale, showed how coastal land was being
devoured for residential and commercial use, and to aquate areas of
high growth to areas of reduced water quality. This was possible
because of a geographic information system, tho existence of state
required county water and sewerage plans and numorous resource
inventories conducted by the coastal zone management program.

It was also possible in Maryland to point to land use control
activities which did not work to preserve tho Bay: a series of
"cooperative* programs such as the state land use plan, the authority
of the Department of State Planning to intervene in, but not overrule
local decisions, and the "network" approach to coastal zone
management could all bo demonstrated to have boon ineffective at
controlling the impacts of growth.

Virginia does not have a department of state planning, or any other
agency which is charged with keeping track of growth and development.
It would be impossible, at this point, to map the tidal shoreline of
Virginia, showing how much of that land had baon converted from one
use to another over the lest ten years. Tho impacts of growth,
while obvious in Fairfax and Virginia Beach, cannot be documented on
a statewide basis. Further, since many counties have only recently
adopted zoning, and only recently has a "networked* Coastal Zone
Management Program been established, there is no record of failure of
those other approaches within the state.

A final example is in the realm not of environmental protection but
fisheries management. Striped bass have declined drastically since
tho mid-1970's. An interstate plan to restore tho population has
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boon based largely on ono piece of Information, the juvenile index.
This index aoasuros tho number of young fish found in the prime
spawning and nursery areas in Maryland each yaar, and has boon shown
to be a good predictor of commercial harvest three years later. It
is, thus, considered and indicator of reproductive success.

This juvenilo index fell from a high of 30 in 1970 to a low of 1.3 in
1983, remaining low from tha mid 70's to tha present. This together
with greatly reduced commercial landings, led to a moratorium on
striped bass fishing in Maryland in order to preserve the species.
This moratorium was administratively, not legislatively imposed, but
required the acquiescence of a largo number of legislators, such that
bills removing the moratorium would fail. The moratorium came after
results of the juvenila indox had boon highly publicized for years as
the measure of tho haalth of the Chesapeake Bay striped bass stock,
and after the Department of Natural Resources in Maryland had gone to
groat lengths to explain the importance of this index to legislators,
fishermen, and tho general public.

Virginia had for several years - although not as long as Maryland
-made its own survoy of juvenile striped bass. It was until recently
conducted by different methods, and did not show the same drastic
downward trend. The principal scientific advisors in Virginia argued
to the Virginia Marina Resources Commission and to tho legislators
and public that reproduction was not as critically low in Virginia
rivers as it was in Maryland, and that less restrictive measures
would suffice. Virginia has lmposod regulations which keep it
within tha strictures of tho interstate management efforts of the
Atlantic Stataa Marino Fisharles Commission, but has resisted a
moratorium.

Most of us are not in a position to daal with many of the underlying
causes of divergence in political action taken by the various
participants in a multijurisdictional rasourco management activity.
We cannot change geography, and deep seated philosophical views on
tho role of government in resource management change only very slowly
over time. Wo can, however, work to rectify inconsistencies in the
quality and type of information available to decision makers.

The Chesapeake Bay Commission, is, in each of the examples noted
abovo, working to rectify information gaps that it sees as barriers
to affectivo actions. In 1986, tha Virginia Canoral Assembly called
for an on-the-ground assessment of the quality of local implementa
tion of tha Sedimant Control Law, That assessment is being conducted
now. Also initiated in 1986 is a Land Usos Roundtable, a blue ribbon
panel which will spend 18 months examining coastal land use problems
in Virginia and make recommendations to the 1988 General Assembly.
Calls for collection of consistent striped bass juvenile survey
information by tho two states havo rosultod in reconciliation of the
two methodologies. Tho rosult confirms that trends in reproductive
success aro indeed difforont in the tributaries of the two states,

and that problems are Indeed much more sovora in Maryland.



These examples demonstrate, I believe, that while a consistent
information base will not cause consistent and equivalent political
action, consistent action is not possible without it. The success or
failure of legislation dosignod to Improve sediment control and land
use management In Virginia over the next several years will be one
measure of its importance
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Maryland. Natural Resources Articlo, Title 8, Section 8-302, 1983
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l3Haryland Register, Vol. 11, Issue 22, October 26, 1984. pp
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14Horbort H. Austin, "Status of the 1985 Striped Bass Fiaharlas in
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Institute of Marine Science, Marine Resource Report N. 86-3.
Cloucaster Point, Virginia, 1986, and "Striped Bass 24 Inch Sizo
Limit in Virginia," Unpubl. Report to tho Virginia Marine Resources
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THE AQUA-nCrWBlTAT INSTITUTE: ANEW
CONCEPT IN ESTUARINE POLLUTION MANAGEMENT

Douglas A. Segar
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In order to preserve the beneficial uses of an estuary, many disparate sources of
pollution to the estuary must be properly managed and controlled. The management of
these sources is a highly controversial process that involves a series of scientific and
policy/legal judgments concerning the degree to which each source must be controlled
and/or reduced. Generally, this process is disorganized with dischargers, regulators, and
environmental groups each generating their own scientific information base for use in the
political/legal process. Not surprisingly,there is often substantial disagreement among
these sets of information and their interpretations. Because managers do not have the
ability to resolve the differences found in the available scientific information, management
decisions are often made on strictly political/legal grounds without adequate scientific
justification. The San Francisco Bay-Delta AquaticHabitat Institute(AH) is pioneeringa
new approach to estuarine environmental management. AHI is a nonprofit corporation
designated by the State of Californiato act as a permanent focus for coordinating all Bay
research and monitoring resources and to provide interested parties with coordinated and
complete scientific informationon the effects of pollutionon Bay habitatsand organisms.
The unique feature of AHI is that its Boardof Directors has balanced representauon from
industry, environmental groups, municipal dischargers, and local, state, and federal
government agencies, while remaining totally independent of each of these entities. AHI
has developed, and will maintain, a consensus among these interestgroupsconcerning
needed researchand monitoring, and providesa mechanism for a futureconsensus on the
cause-and-effect relationship between pollutants and adverse environmental effects and on
the degree to which there is scientific certainty,or uncertainty,in our knowledge of these
effects. If achieved,thisconsensuswill simplify the subsequent policy/legal aspectsof the
management process and insure that better, scientifically-based management decisions are
achieved. Considerable progress towardthis goalhasalready beenaccomplished.
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Michael S. Connor
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The Technical Advisory Process

The design of mechanisms to promote effective transmission of outside
scientific advice to governmental decision makers has generated a number of
approaches (Robinson, 1980). Much of the emphasis has focused at the national
level; hovover technical advisory boards havo become a common feature of
governmental studies at the federal, regional, state, and local level. At the
national level alone, there vere more than 1,300 national advisory boards with
22,000 members in the mid-1970s (Spohn, 1983). Despite their widespread use
at all levels of government, very little is known about what mechanisms
maximize the most effective use of non-governmental scientists, nor, in fact,
have any criteria been developed to determine such effectiveness.

The role of scientists Is particularly troublesome because of the triad of
roles they serve as (1) arbiters of the technical feasibility of a project,
(2) a separate political constituency, and (3) potential contractors for the
work which needs to be done. Scientists are often asked to review the

technical morlts of a proposed project, although in polarized situations few
scientists are perceived as unbiased (Reich, 1983). In addition, the
scientists asked to evaluate a project's technical feasibility nay later be
contracted to perform the work. The participation of scientists in the "Star
Wars" debate is a recent example of these overlapping roles, where scientists
opposed to the political ramifications of the project have refused to seek
research funding while characterizing the program as technically unfeasible
(Smith, 198S).
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The Bays Program

In June 1984, Congress appropriated $4 million dollars for tho U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to carry out a voter quality program
Including research, sampling, monitoring, and assessnent for the Long Island
Sound, Narragansett Bay, Buzzards Bay and Puget Sound. EPA decided to use on
approach for this program vhlch it had developed earlier In a largo multi-year
program on the Chesapeake Bay. The Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP) vas based on
an organizational structure vhlch included all the major agencies responsible
for Implementing the study at a management level and representatives of
constituencies using the Bay for recreational, industrial, or research
purposes at an advisory committee level. In the three Northeastern estuaries,
Long Island Sound, Narragansett Bay, and Buzzards Bay, BPA Region I vas the
lead agency for implementing the estuarine protection program. This case
study relates EPA's experience in developing a technical advisory committee
(TAC).structure in the three estuaries.

In evaluating the CBP experience, BPA realized that many of its
recommendations could require costly implementation programs whose potential
benefits would be difficult to predict with much scientific certainty.
Technical Advisory Committees (TACs) were included from the Inception of the
program as a necessary part of the overall management structure. Regular
oversight of projects in each bay was the responsibility of a Management
Cooaittee, consisting of members of the relevant federal and state agencies,
and the chair of the TAC vas included in this oversight group. Management
Committee decisions were formally endorsed by a Policy Cooaittee consisting of
EPA's regional administrator and a Cabinet-level state representative. The
TAC membership included representatives from the area's academic and
governeental institutions. The TACs were forced to ensure that the research
and assessment efforts and the recommendations resulting from then would be
technically sound and would be supported publicly by the local and national
scientific communities. In addition, the TAC structure was Intended to build
ties between the state agencies and the scientific community in order to
facilitate the transfer of technical expertise to the state agencies to allow
them to implement the program findings after the approximately five-year study
phase of each individual estuary program. Scientists vere solicited, then,
for their roles as experts, an Influential political constituency, and
potential contractors working in conjunction vlth the states.

Buzzards Bay

In Buzzards Bay the scientific comsunity is dominated by researchers from the
several Woods Bole research institutions and a regional state university
campus. Personal ties between the governmental and academic scientists vere
extensive. Both of EPA's coordinators for the program had had extensive
contacts with the scientific community In the Buzzards Bay region as graduate
students and post-doctoral fellows. Both state coordinators had attended the
state university, and all the groups had worked together previously on the
designation of New Bedford Barbor as a Suporfund site. In addition, several
Massachusetts agencies had good vorking relationships vlth other academic
groups. One example vas a long-tern cooperative program vlth UHass Amherst,
in which people from the state had served as student thesis advisors and many
of these students had taken positions vith the state after graduation.



In general, though, these relationships tended to be personal relationships,
rather than Institutional relationships. For instance, relationships vlth
other academic Institutions devoted to marine studies or even individual
scientists vas much less cordial at a state agency devoted to water quality
engineering as compared to fishery management. Because of the overlapping
jurisdiction betveen at least three state agencies and several departments
within one agency, different Individuals from different academic Institutions
had their own Individual contacts within one or tvo state departments or
agencies.

The strongest relationships vere betveen individuals from the state agencies
and academic institutions of the same disciplines, for Instance, stato fishery
biologists and biologists at the universities. The state people had been
students or colleagues of their academic counterparts. The weakest
relationships occurred betveen state engineers and scientists from the
academic community. Not only vas the personal history of ties absent, but the
additional difference in perspectives betveen scientists and engineers made
communication difficult.

The full participation of academic scientists in the Buzzards Bay program vas
also hampered by its small budget. Buzzards Bay's appropriation of FY85 funds
of $400,000 vas only about 40% that of the other estuaries, a small amount of
funds relative to the budgets of either the public or private scientific
institutions. As a result, the academic scientists, while Interested in
participating, vere reluctant to make any significant commitment of resources
to the program.

Chairmanship of the TAC vas declined by several upper level scientists and
undertaken by a less senior scientist. In addition, the attendees of tho
organizational meeting Indicated that their most appropriate function would be
a quarterly or biannual evaluation of the scope and progress of the program.
One scientist Indicated that proposal review should be conducted by EPA —-
"That's what you're paid for;" — a statement indicative of the general tone
of the meeting. Nevertheless, both academic scientists and state agency
technical staff agreed to communicate frequently in the development of the
program. In the succeeding months the state agencies and the academic
scientists did cooperate in the collection of a bibliography of materials
summarizing all information available regarding studies undertaken in Buzzards
Bay. This task vas a priority of the state and had long been conteoplated by
a researcher in Woods Hole.

An integrated revlev and coordination of sampling plans proposed by academic
and agency scientists failed to take place. The state and the academic
institutions had different priorities as to what sorts of data were most
valuable — the state emphasizing environmental characterization and the
academic scientists emphasizing measurements of transport and transformation
processes and rates. Since the TAC had indicated that proposal review should
be done by another group, the Management Committee decided to form a subset of
itself to reviev proposals to include those members of the Management
Committee not competing for funds; the TAC chair did participate as well as
scientists from EPA Region I and the EPA Narragansett Laboratory. Many
Academic scientists complained that the proposals were too management-oriented
and expressed Interest in proposal reviev by the TAC in future years.
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Harragansett Bay

There are several academic institutions surrounding Narragansett Bay, but the
preponderance of coastal and estuarine science is conducted In Narragansett
itself. In Narragansett there are a state university campus (URI), EPA's
national marine research laboratory and a laboratory of the National Marine
Fisheries Service. Ties betveen these institutions are close, as evidenced by
joint appointments and research projects. In addition, the state campus has
several ongoing programs vith the Rhode Island Department of Environmental
Management (RIDEM).

Initial development of the Narragansett Bay workplan vas conducted by an BPA
engineer and staff at the RIDBH. Strong concern vas expressed by scientists
at URI that the studies contained insufficient scientific input. In response
to these concerns, the RIDBH brought on staff a mid-level scientist from the
university who had received funding from the state to conduct research and
modeling necessary to develop permit limits on one of the state's priority
watersheds. At the same time, the state admonished EPA for not involving a
scientist of similar credentials to coordinate the EPA portion of tho program.
BPA made some staff changes in the following months and hired another Ph.D.
marine scientist to assist in Narragansett Bay's program development.

Shortly thereafter, the Narragansett Bay Project (HBP) TAC vas formed. It was
decided by the state and BPA that the chair should be the director of BPA'S
research lab in Narragansett, vho had participated in the CBP and understood
the way the organizational structure functioned. Potential members vere
suggested by BPA, the state and several senior level scientists at the
university. Some scientists vere concerned that the membership of the TAC
should consist solely of academic scientists. Governmental scientists felt
that their technical viewpoint should also be represented on tho TAC. This
dispute was resolved through meetings of the state coordinator, some senior
scientists at the university, the TAC chair, and a university dean vho vas a
member of the Management Cooaittee. After several iterations of negotiation
it was agreed that the TAC membership would consist of a mixture of
scientists, vho represented a broad cross-section of study disciplines, half
from the academic community and half from Federal and state agencies.

In contrast to Buzzards Bay and Long Island Sound, where approximately a dozen
scientists vere interviewed during vorkplan development at separate meetings
at each of the scientific, government, or public advocate institutions
concerned with the bay, the Narragansett Bay vorkplan was developed during a
series of large meetings devoted to each of the scientific disciplines
involved in Narragansett Bay — modeling and circulation, chemistry, ecology,
fisheries biology, and planning. As a result, nearly every scientist working
on Narragansett Bay had a chance to present his or her study priorities.
These meetings vere summarized by the state coordinator, and the identified
issues vere ranked by the Federal and state management agencies. The
prioritized Issues vere presented to the Management Cooaittee vhlch accepted
the scientific recommendations, but requested on increased emphasis on public
education and management studies. These changes affected the total budget by
less than ten percent. Based on the workplan, the sampling and research,
portions of the vorkplan were advertised by requests for proposals. The 30
proposals received vere evaluated by theTAC during several afternoons of



meetings. Their recommendations vere completely endorsed by the Management
Committee.

Long Island Sound

The project initiation process in Long Island Sound vas markedly slower than
in the other two estuaries because the process involved tvlce as many states,
twice as many EPA regional offices, and an interstate agency. Because of the
number of institutional players, it vas decided at an early stage to
concentrate on ensuring consensus among these lead agencies before attempting
to organize the advisory committees. An unintended result of this decision
vas the perception among the academic community that the TAC process vas
simply "window dressing", and that the technical soundness of the study would
be subverted to political concerns. In addition, the large number of state
and local agencies vhlch requested representation on the TAC far outnumbered
academic membership and resulted in concern that academic influence would be
diluted.

Early meetings of the TAC resulted In little participation by the academic
community and an initial decision by the participants in the early meetings
not to elect a TAC chair, nor to participate in the process except for
informational sharing. A representative from EPA's Narragansett Laboratory
vas asked to act as liaison to the TAC. A major portion of the workplan
development and selection of projects vas thus completed with minimal
involvement from the TAC. At the same time, extensive discussions took place
betveen scientists from EPA and the Long Island Sound academic community
attempting to increase their participation, and a follov-up TAC meeting
elected co-chairs from the two major state universities. The elected
individuals predicated their participation on the development of an
appropriate charge, and submitted a proposed charge to the Management
Committee defining the TACs role. In addition to a formal statement of the
TAC role, the academic scientists also lobbied to change the structure of the
TAC to encourage greater participation by the academic community. The TAC vas
divided into two sub-groups; one concerned vlth coordination of all technical
programs on the Sound with open membership and one concerned with proposal
solicitation and reviev vith membership equally divided among governmental
agencies and academic scientists.

Nearly all the work funded for the first year in Long Island Sound consisted
of collection and assessment of the historical data to be conducted by the
Federal and state agencies and contractors. The TAC chairs decided that there
vas insufficient time to solicit and select research proposals through peer
reviev in order to meet contractual deadlines. The TAC did reviev the

proposals received from the Federal and state agencies and requested that the
groups better integrate their individual proposals into a coherent program.
Vorklng groups vere formed In the four major program areas toxics,
eutrophication, living marine resources, and source characterization — to
develop a more coherent program.

The Management Committee accepted the TAC recommendations and agreed to
develop a competitive research program as a part of the future program.
Relationships betveen the academic community and the governmental agencies
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were further developed during a tvo-day meeting vhere managers presented their
priority issues and questions in Long Island Sound, and scientists Indicated
the research required to address those questions.

Discussion

As the above case studies demonstrate, the effective Involvement of academic
scientists in the activities of theTAC and their impact on the development of
the estuarine program vas strongest in Narragansett Bay and weakest in Long
Island Sound. Several measures demonstrate this ranking (Table l)i the
number of TAC meetings relative to Management Committee meetings, vhether
proposals vere chosen competitively, vhether proposals vere separately
revieved by the TAC, and the percentage of study funding received by the
academic community.

TABLE 1. A Comparison of Procedures In Three Northeastern Estuaries

Long Island Narragansett Buzzards
Sound Boy Boy

Ratio of TAC/

Management Meetings 12 1

Proposal Reviev by TAC7 Yes Tea No

Funding Decided
Competitively Ho Tes Tea

Percentage Funds Received
by University OX 73X 23X

Maximizing agency-acadealc contacts

Three sorts of activities vere key to the development of good contacts betveen
the state agencies and tha academic scientific community:

1. Building personal trust betveen groups;
2. Responsive action by scientists to managers' needs;
3. Responsive action by managers to scientists needs.

Building trust

Intervlevs vith all groups involved vith the formation of these TACs or similar
prograas in other locations eophasize the importance of building a trusting and
personal relationship betveen scientists and managers. In all the examples, it
vas clear that structure of trust oust be built afresh betveen each different

agency department and academic department. Ties between one university
department and agency branch vere no guarantee of a cordial relationship



betveen any other academic department or agency branch. The simple inertia of
unfamiliarity vlth other groups prevented the Initiation of ties and created
suspicion of the intent of the other parties, resulting in comments such asi
"Are the scientists genuinely Interested in helping us manage the Bay, or do
they vant to grab all the money?"

Problems in communication also arose from the different perspective scientists
and engineers bring to environmental problems, with scientists focusing more on
rates and processes and engineers on characterization and implications for
permit issuance. Bven vhere the agency-academic process is running fairly
smoothly, problems nay still arise. A common issue is assigning credit for the
development of results. For instance, in Narragansett Bay, an article appeared
in the Providence Journal referring to vork In the bay as a "RIDBH study"
vlthout mentioning the names of the scientists at URI vho actually did the
vork, and sloply quoting a RIDEH official. The situation vas diffused through
conversations betveen the government official and tho affected scientists.

one major stumbling block preventing cooperation betveen agency and academic
scientists is the potential competition for funds. As described in the
introduction, academic scientists are potential contractors for research. In
two of the estuaries, agency scientists expressed concern about competition
vith the academic community for funds. Only in Narragansett vas this not a
problem because the state had such a small staff that Its capability for
performing vork ln-house was limited. In addition, where there vas potential
for competition, the state coordinator insisted that the agency and academic
scientists submit a joint proposal. Many state and Federal agencies feel that
regulations prohibit then from competing for funds against non-governmental
organizations. Whatever the legality, in practical terms governmental agencies
are less experienced in proposal preparation than academic or consulting groups
and are, therefore, in a competitive disadvantage. To minimize this potential
threat to cooperation, the Bays Program developed a strategy of he Management
Committee deciding at an early stage in the process how monies vere to be
divided among the categories of monitoring, research, and synthesis and policy
development, and the procedures to be used to award funding. Certain funding
categories (e.g., monitoring) vere considered as most appropriately a
governmental role, vhile other categories vere opened for competitive,
peer-reviewed funding.

Responsive action by scientists

A mechanism oust exist in the academic organizations to permit and even
encourage the participation of scientists in these studies. The TAC functions
in these estuary projects are extraordinarily resource-intensive. They require
a great amount of vork on the part of the chairperson. This vork is not
generally allocated much importance by the university in the performance
evaluation of staff scientists.

The Management Cooaittee for Narragansett Bay Included the dean from the
graduate school at the state university's marine campus. This individual was
seen as responsive to needs of state agencies. The dean took an active role in
mediating disputes betveen academic scientists and state bureaucrats over
membership of the TAC, made university facilities available for project
activities, and negotiated a reduced overhead rate vith the state for research
funded by the project. The dean's active involvement in the HBP vas also
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important In the message his presence sent to scientists at the university. It
is demonstrated that their participation in the project vas encouraged, and
scientists at the university contributed the equivalent of several person-weeks
of their tine to workplan and proposal reviev and coordination. In the other
estuaries, commitment from academic scientists often depended on the sense of
responsibility or interest of the individuals involved and their ability to
cajole the participation of colleagues.

The major challenge in soliciting scientific participation Is enlisting
scientists vho are willing to focus on problems beyond their individual
research Interests. Initial discussions vlth scientists during the preparation
of all three vorkplans often resulted in Individual sales pitches by the
scientists for the importance of their ovn vork. The resulting vorkplans
emphasizing research needs in on estuary sometimes reflected the background of
the participating scientists. For Instance, sedimentation processes received
little emphasis in Narragansett Bay, vhere participation in the planning
process by geologists vas minimal, and a great deal of emphasis in Long Island
Sound, vhere geologists were an integral part of the research planing process.
The outcome was similar for organic geochemistry, though the tvo estuaries
reversed positions. The TAC chairs and other scientists most responsible for
the project's outcome vere those individuals most able to broaden the scope of
the project. In one instance, they actively encouraged the continued
participation only of those scientists able to focus on hov managers could best
use the research results.

Responsive actions by managers

The single most important action by the state agencies vhlch established their
credibility vith academic scientists vas the appointment of established
scientists from academic institutions to coordinate the project. The
relatively large input by scientists in Narragansett Bay and increased
acceptance of the project occurred once a URI scientist joined the RIDEM staff.
The State of Massachusetts had a member on the Narragansett Bay Management
Coonittee, and after observing the success of the state coordinator, he lobbied
for a similar position in Buzzards Bay. In both instances, the scientist
occupying the position reported directly to the relevant environmental Cabinet
head rather than through the existing line agencies. Such a reporting scheme
convinced the scientists that they had the "ear of the director", but also
created the potential for friction if the line agencies felt they vere being
by-passed. In Rhode Island, it vas decided to make the special Narragansett
Bay office a long-range planning function vhile the line agencies vere
responsible or day-to-day functions. The distinction betveen the tvo functions
is somevhat fuzzy, but the defined roles at least improved morale.

Besides this Indication of concern at the Cabinet level, several day-to-day
cooaittee operating functions can also indicate to scientists the seriousness
that the agency ascribes to theTAC process. Sindermann (1982) has suggested
that scientists participating in TACs use "perceptive and aggressive game
playing" to prevent advisory committees from becoming rubber stamps for agency
policies. Re suggests that TAC members insist on agendas in advance of
meetings, approval of sutcmary minutes and recommendations, increased meeting
frequency and public release of coonittee recommendations.



Many of these same demands vere made by scientists before they agreed to
participate on the TAC. In addition, the Long Island Sound TAC chair
negotiated a formal statement of the cooaittee functions and membership before
agreoing to participate. Determining TAC membership vas also an area of
negotiation In tvo of the estuaries. Agencies are reluctant to assign too many
povers to an unproven committee structure, but the negotiations over the
appropriate role of the TAC made clear the expectations of both sides and began
the process of personal relationship building.

Finally, the academic community Is alvays searching for funding assistance and
responds favorably to saall amounts of support. In both Buzzards Bay and Long
Island Sound the TAC chairs oade special pleas that money be set aside for the
support of studies by graduate students. Such Joint graduate education
projects have long been used by state agencies to build ties vlth the acadeoic
community, either through classes for their employees or serving as faculty
advisors for students at state universities.

Summary

Much of the literature evaluating the role of advisory committees debates the
extent to which they Influence policy development (Sulzner, 1971; Wolanin,
1975). I have discussed above hov participation of the academic comnunity can
be maximized In technical advisory committees. Many of these recommendations
are resource-intensive, both for the agency staff and the academic scientists.
It may not alvays be In the interest of both groups to expend the resources
necessary to effectively participate in this sort of organizational structure.
For instance, In the early Buzzards Bay meetings, scientists hesitated to put
much energy Into the project. Hovever, should the issues be of sufficient
controversy or the funding of a large enough magnitude to warrant full
participation, the effectiveness of the technical advisory system can be
maximized by careful attention to building personal trust betveen groups and
responsive actions by scientists and managers to each others needs.
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